The paper investigates the use of semantic similarity scores as feature in the phrase based machine translation system. We propose the use of partial least square regression to learn the bilingual word embedding using compositional distributional semantics. The model outperforms the baseline system which is shown by an increase in BLEU score. We also show the effect of varying the vector dimension and context window for two different approaches of learning word vectors.
Introduction
The current state of the art Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems (Koehn et al., 2003) do not account for semantic information or semantic relatedness between the corresponding phrases while decoding the n-best list. The phrase pair alignments extracted from the parallel corpora offers further limitation of capturing contextual and linguistic information. Since the efficiency of statistical system depends on the quality of parallel corpora, low resourced language pair fails to meet the desired standards of translation.
Word representation is being widely used in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications like information retrieval, machine translation and paraphrasing. The word representation computed from continuous monolingual text provide useful information about the relationship between different words. Distributional semantics offers a notion of capturing semantic similarity between words occurring in similar context, where similar meaning words are grouped closely in a high dimension word space model. Each word is associated with an n-dimensional vector which represents its position in a vector space model and similar words are at small distance in comparison to relatively opposite meaning words.
The recent work in word vectors have shown to capture the linguistic relations and regularities. The relation between words can be expressed as a simple mathematical relation between their corresponding word vectors. The recent paper by Mikolov (Mikolov et al., 2013c) have shown through a word analogy task that the vec ("man") -vec ("woman") + vec("king") should be close to vec("queen"). Capturing of these relations along with word composition have shown significant improvements in various NLP and information retrieval tasks.
In this paper, we present our ideas of capturing the semantic similarity between phrase pairs in context of SMT and use the scores as features while decoding n-best list. We make use of word representations computed from two different methods: word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and show the effect of varying the context window and vector dimension for Hindi-English language pair. We use partial least squares (PLS) regression to learn the bilingual word embeddings using a bilingual dictionary, which is most readily available resource for any language pair. In this work we are not optimizing over the vector dimension and context window, but provide insights (through experiments) on how these two parameters effect the similarity tasks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first present the related work in vector space models and their utilization in machine translation domain (section 2). Section 3 describes the two methods we have adopted for computing word embeddings. The basic SMT setup, formulating transformation model and phrase similarity scores are described in section 4. In section 5 we present our results and conclude the paper in section 6 with some future directions.
Related Work
The current research community has shown special interest towards vector space models by organizing various dedicated workshops in top rated conferences. Word representations have been used in many NLP applications like information extraction (Paşca et al., 2006; Manning et al., 2008) , sentiment prediction (Socher et al., 2011) and paraphrase detection (Huang, 2011) .
In the past various methodologies have been suggested to learn bilingual word embeddings for various natural language related tasks. (Mikolov et al., 2013b) and (Zou et al., 2013) have shown significant improvements by using bilingual word embeddings in context of machine translation experiments. The former applies linear transformation to bilingual dictionary while the latter uses word alignments knowledge. Zhang (2014) proposed an auto-encoder based approach to learn phrase embeddings from the word vectors and showed improvements by using semantic similarity score in MT experiments. The phrase vector is generated by recursively combining the two children vector into a same dimensional parent vector using the method suggested by (Socher et al., 2011) .
The work of (Gao et al., 2013) proposes a method for learning the semantic representation of phrase using features (multi-layer neural network) which is then used to compute the distance between them in a low dimensional space. The learning of weights in the neural network is guided by the BLEU score (ultimate goal to improve the quality of translation through increase in BLEU score) which makes it sensitive towards the score. Wu (2014) proposed an approach of using supervised model of learning context-sensitive bilingual embedding where the aligned phrase pairs are marked as true labels.
Since these defined methods depends heavily on the quality of word vectors, a number of approaches have been suggested in past to learn word representations from monolingual corpus: word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) , GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and (Huang et al., 2012) .
In this work, we extend the phrase similarity work by using the regression approach to learn the bilingual word embeddings. We employ vector composition approach to compute the phrase vector, where we add vectors of each constituent word to achieve the phrase vector. We also present the comparison of using different word embedding models along with varying context window and vector dimension which has not been shown (in detail) in any of the previous works. As pointed by (Mikolov et al., 2013b) linear transformation works well for language pairs which are closely related, however in this work we experiment with PLS regression which also establishes a linear relationship between words but is much more efficient than the simple least squares regression (explained in 4.2).
Learning word representation
We have used a part of WMT'14 1 monolingual data and news crawled monolingual data to learn word representations for English and Hindi respectively. We added the ILCI bilingual corpus (Jha, 2010) of English and Hindi to the monolingual data. The corpus statistics (after cleaning) are provided in table 1. The vocabulary refers to the words in embeddings with a minimum frequency of five within the corpus.
Language # of Words Vocabulary
English 250M 274K Hindi 80M 184K 
word2Vec
The word2Vec model proposed by (Mikolov et al., 2013a) computes vectors by skip-gram and continuous bag of words (CBOW) model. These models use a single layer neural networks and are computationally much more efficient than any previously proposed model. The CBOW architecture of model predicts the current word based on the context whereas the skip-gram model predicts the neighboring words depending on the current word. Experiments have shown CBOW architecture to perform better on the syntactic task and skip-gram based architecture on the semantic tasks.
We have used the skip-gram architecture of word2Vec in our experiments as it has been shown to perform better for semantic related tasks.
GloVe
The Global Vector model of learning word representation was proposed by (Pennington et al., 2014) which computes the word vectors from a global word-word co-occurrence matrix. The relationship between words is extracted by using the ratio of co-occurrence probability with various probe words, which distinguishes between the relevant and irrelevant words. The co-occurrence probability of word 'i' to that of word 'j' is studied on the basis of a probe word 'k' which is computed on the basis of a ratio P ik /P j k . The ratio is expected to be higher if word 'k' is more related to word 'i and low if it is related to word 'j'. The author shows significant improvement over the word2Vec model on various NLP tasks (word similarity, word analogy and named entities recognition).
For training both the models we have altered the vector size and the context window, while all other parameters are set to default.
Experiments

Baseline MT System
We have used the ILCI corpora (Jha, 2010) which contains 50000 Hindi-English parallel sentences (49300 after cleaning) from health and tourism domains. The corpus is randomly split (equal variation of sentence length) into training (48300 sentences), development (500 sentences) and testing (500 sentences).
Division
# of sentences Training 48300 Development 500 Testing 500 Table 2 : MT system corpus statistics
We trained two Phrase based (Koehn et al., 2003) MT systems (Hindi -English and EnglishHindi) using the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) with phrase-alignments (maximum phrase length restricted to 4) extracted from GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) . We have used the SRILM (Stolcke and others, 2002) with Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995) for training a language model of order five and MERT (Och, 2003) for tuning the model with development data. We achieve a BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002 ) score of 19.89 and 22.82 on English-Hindi and HindiEnglish translation systems respectively. These translation scores serves as our baseline for further experiments.
Partial Least Square (PLS) Regression
We generate the word embeddings of both Hindi and English using monolingual corpus using two previously mentioned methods (section 3). Since both the word embeddings are in different space (computed independently), there is a need to map the source vector space to target vector space or vice versa.
We employ the PLS (Abdi, 2003) regression to learn the transformation matrices. The observable variables (X) are the word embeddings of one language, while the predictable variables (Y) are the word embeddings of the other language. The observable and the predictable are n × d matrices, where 'n' is the number of words used (explained in subsection 4.3) and 'd' is the word embedding dimension. Our task is to compute a transformation matrix of d × d dimension which will be used to transform any given language word vector to its corresponding other language vector.
The PLS 2 regression algorithm works by projecting both X and Y matrices to a new space, and decomposes them into a set of orthogonal factors. The observables are first decomposed as T = XW where 'T' and 'W' are the factor score matrix and weight matrix respectively. The predictable 'Y' is then estimated as Y = TQ+E where 'Q' and 'E' are regression coefficient matrix and error term. We have the final regression model as Y = XB+E where B = WQ acts as our transformation matrix. 
Learning Transformation matrix
We employ PLS regression to learn bilingual word embeddings using a English-Hindi bilingual dictionary 3 . We have used 15000 words for train-ing the regression model and another set of 1500 words for testing purpose. The bilingual pair of training words are selected based on the frequency of those words occurring in a large plain text which consist of 10000 words from high frequency and 2500 words each of low and medium frequencies.
The observable variable and the predictable variables in the PLS regression are the word vectors of each word pair from their respective language word embedding models. We finally achieve two transformation models which transforms source to target vector space and target to source vector space. We have presented average similarity score on the test set in table 3 after transforming English words to Hindi word space.
Decoding with semantic similarity score
In the phrase based MT system we add two features (semantic similarity scores) to the bilingual phrase pairs. Since we need the vector representation of a phrase, we employ the works of (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008) on compositional semantics (adding the vectors) to compute the phrase representation. For a give phrase pair (s,t), we transform each constituent word of the source phrase 's' to the target word space and add the the transformed word embedding to the resultant source vector. We ignore the word if it does not occur in the word embeddings vocabulary. Similarly, we compute the phrase representation of the target phrase 't' by simply adding the word vectors to the resultant target vector. We then compute the cosine similarity between the two vectors which acts as a feature for the MT decoder. We also include the similarity score of transforming the target word phrase to source phrase as another feature. The phrase table is tuned with the previously used development data (development set used for tuning baseline MT system) using the MERT algorithm to compute the weight parameters for the baselines features and semantic similarity features.
Results and Discussion
The results of word similarity scores on the test set (bilingual dictionary words section 4.3) are presented in table 3 using the computed transformation matrix for English to Hindi. The similarity scores are continuously decreasing with increase in dimension, which shows that the pro- Table 4 : BLEU score of system using Word2Vec model with a context window of 5.
posed approach works better at lower dimensions for word similarity task. The word2Vec model is performing better than the GloVe model on word-similarity task. Within the same model the word2vec model with context window of five performs better than the model with context window of seven, while it is opposite for the GloVe model.
The results of our experiments (on the same test data used for evaluating the baseline MT systems) with varying dimensionality and context window are presented in table 4, 5, 6 and 7. Each of the bold marked values in the tables indicate an increase in BLEU score over the baseline. The figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 presents the comparison of BLEU score for each of the model. The highest BLEU score achieved for English-Hindi translation system is 20.53 (increase of 0.64 BLEU score over the baseline) using GloVe model with a 500 dimension vector and a context window of 5, whereas the highest score for Hindi-English system is 23.56 (increase of 0.74 BLEU score over the baseline) using word2Vec model and context window of 7. It is quite interesting to note that the increasing dimensionality and context window does not ensure increasing BLEU scores. It is evident that at a certain dimensionality the decoder algorithm (combining feature scores using loglinear model) can start distinguishing between the good and bad translations. The Hindi-English system shows improvements for almost all the cases, whereas English-Hindi system does not show similar behavior. Though the word similarity scores indicates better performance at lower dimensions, the MT experiments BLEU scores does follow the same trend. Since this language pair has not been widely explored, the results on word similarity and MT scores are not directly comparable to the earlier proposed methods. 6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we explore the use of semantic similarity between phrase pairs as features while decoding the n-best list. The bilingual word embeddings are learnt through PLS regression using a bilingual dictionary (which is an easily available resource considering low resourced language pairs as well) with limited vocabulary size. This method shows an increase in BLEU score for both English-Hindi and Hindi-English MT systems. This approach is quite effective in terms of overall complexity as the models developed by Zou (2013) and Zhang (2014) require much larger time for training. As a part of future work, we propose the use of auto-encoders (Socher et al., 2011) to learn phrase representations as currently we are treating 'black'+'forest' and 'forest'+'black' to be having the same vector representation while semantically they are different . Since the words in one language can not be just linearly transformable to another language we will try to explore the use of feed-forward neural networks to learn non-linear transformations while minimizing the euclidean distance between the word embedding pairs. We also plan to extend the work by including the linguistic information in the word embeddings and taking the advantage of Hindi being a morphologically rich language.
